
Magnification
Powerful, beautiful optics
HD Galilean & Kepler Kompakt 



ExamVision’s unique Galilean lens system
World class German optics with the best coatings available
No chromatic aberration (colour separation)
Pure titanium frame & ocular housing
Can accommodate any prescription
Prisma lens system available
5 year manufacturer’s warranty

ExamVision HD Galilean

Outstanding Galilean TTL telescope loupes, 
handcrafted to your specifications using the 
highest quality components available.

Our unique lens system is designed to offer 
outstanding image clarity and brightness, along 
with maximum field depth and width.
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ExamVision Kepler Kompakt

Lightweight ultra compact design
Power-Up system: easily up or downgrade
your magnification
Wide field of view, crystal clear from edge to edge
Pure titanium frame
Can accommodate any prescription
Lockable fine-focus
5 year manufacturer’s warranty

For the most demanding procedures, choose the
precision offered by the new compact TTL prismatic 
system from ExamVision. 

A design and build quality you are used to from 
ExamVision,  with unparalleled image sharpness.

Kepler Kompakt - created without compromise.
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Magnification : Ergonomics 

Your vision is critical to the work you do, and your 
eyes are unique. But your working position is also
of utmost importance.

Our opticians and highly trained optical specialists will
work with you to help you achieve a better ergonomic
position. This means not only helping you to order the 

perfect loupe, but helping you adapt your working 
practices to use its capabilities to the full.

Ask your ExamVision dealer for guidance with your 
working position – you won’t be disappointed!



Focus

  

A focused, even light with no hot-spot.
Excellent for cosmetic dentistry. Multi-lens lamp.  
Two diodes: Choose 4500K for true colour
illumination, or 6000K for extra brightness.

Ultra compact, very light and powerful.
Single lens lamp. 6000K diode. 

XP nano

Focus LED lights 
Designed and made in Denmark, to complement ExamVision
loupes. Focus LED lights deliver just the right amount of 
illumination, exactly where you need it. Up to 24 hours working
time, with a rechargeable and replaceable battery.



www.exam-vision.com

Magnifi cation 
Ergonomics

ExamVision is based on the small island of Samsø in
Denmark, and has been designing and manufacturing
custom-made precision loupes since 2001, winning
3 coveted Red Dot awards for Product Design.

Using only the highest-quality materials, ExamVision
works with a select network of highly trained dealers
to deliver perfect loupes, all over the world.

Visit our website, or call your local dealer, to find your
way to your perfect loupe.

T: + 45 87 92 12 10 
E: office@exam-vision.com 


